introspection, we can also have intuitive cognitions of some of our own thoughts and these intuitive cognitions do not involve the senses and are not, therefore, perceptions. Ockham, however, believed us to have two souls, a sensitive and an intellectual soul, whereas Wodeham believed us to have just one soul, an intellectual soul. Accordingly, Ockham held that introspective intuitive cognitions are formed directly in the intellectual soul or mind, whereas perceptions are formed in the sensory soul, as sensory intuitive cognitions. Because, on his view, beliefs are formed only in the mind, not in the sensory soul, it follows, he further believed, that perceptions need be replicated as intellective intuitive cognitions in the mind before they can play a role in belief formation. 4 Wodeham, on the other hand, held the simpler theory that the perceptions we, as human beings, are capable of having, exist immediately in our intellectual soul, where they can themselves play a direct role in belief formation. 5 Because this difference in doctrine plays no role in the issue to be discussed here, I shall disregard it and treat Wodeham's theory as if it were common to both authors. On this theory, there are just two sorts of intuitive cognitions, namely introspective intuitive cognitions and perceptions. Only those intuitive cognitions which are perceptions will, however, be considered here.
Many of our perceptions are misleading, as both authors recognized. In sensory illusion, we perceive a thing to have a property it does not have, as for example I perceive the ignited end of a stick in rapid circular motion to form a circle of fire. 6 Our perception of the thing is misleading
